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Introduction
The plate tectonics paradigm currently posits that the Earth
has only two kinds of crust - continental and oceanic - and that
the former may be stretched to form sedimentary basins or the
latter may be modified by arc or collision until it looks continental.
But the aim of this poster is to remedy the scant attention that has
been given to the mode of crustal genesis during transition from a
split in a continent to the establishment of oceanic crustal
genesis by the strictly mid-ocean ridge (MOR) process.
Global analysis of the dynamics of actual plate motions for the past
150 Ma has revealed [1 - 3] that continental tectospheres must be
immensely thicker and rheologically stiffer than previously thought;
almost certainly too thick to be stretched with the forces available.
In the extreme case of cratons, these tectospheric keels evidently
extend to 600 km or more [2, 3]. This thick-plate behaviour is
attributable, not to cooling but to a petrological ‘stiffening’ effect,
associated with a loss of water-weakening from the mineral crystals,
which, importantly, applies also to the hitherto supposedly mobile
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LVZ below MORs [4, 5].
Later at this Assembly [PICO session GD2.2, Wednesday a.m.] I
will present an update [6] of my corresponding thick-plate version of
the MOR process [7, 8]. This replaces the divergent mantle flow
model, now untenable, and is illustrated briefly first on this poster
(Panel A).
It has a deep, narrow, wall-accreting axial crack which not only
provides the observed seismic anisotropy beneath the flanks but also
brings two outstanding additional benefits:- (i) why, at medium to fast
spreading rates, MOR axes become straight and orthogonally
segmented [7], (ii) not being driven by body forces, it can achieve the
sudden jumps of axis, spreading-rate and direction widely present in
the ocean-floor record. Furthermore, the crack walls push themselves
apart at depth by a thermodynamic mechanism, so the plates are not
being pulled apart and the presence of this process at a continental
edge would NOT imply the application of extensional force to the
margin.

Intermediate Crust (IC)
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In seeking to resolve the paradox that superficially extensional
structures are often seen at margins we will first consider how this
MOR process would be affected by the heavy concurrent
sedimentation to be expected when splitting a mature continent. We
reason that, by blocking the hydrothermal cooling widely seen along
MOR axes this must inhibit the freezing-in of diagnostic spreading-type
magnetic anomalies and would prolong magmagenesis to give a
thicker-than- oceanic mafic crust. I have called this Intermediate Crust
(IC) [9-12], to distinguish it from Mature Continental Crust (MCC). Plate
separation will continue to generate IC along the margins for as long
and far as the sedimentation input is sufficient to have this effect.
Transition to the MOR process will then follow. But if, contrary to the
standard plate tectonics inhibition, based on non-interruptible
body forces, plate separation actually ceases after a limited
separation (or even several in a sequence of directions), without
proceeding to the oceanic condition, the resulting IC areas will be
incorporated within the continent [9, 13] (Panel B).
Where does this lead us?
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With examples drawn from 40 years’ study, I contend that this is
indeed the way the Earth has worked and that it offers potential plate
kinematic explanation of the origin of the block-and-sedimentary basin
layouts abundantly present in the non-craton areas of continents. In
some cases the intricacy of MCC block outlines and the sequential
precision with which they can be fitted together in a kinematically
consistent manner rules out that this was purely by chance. The
evidently meaningful character of those outlines means they have been
drawn by a narrow-crack separative mechanism which reflects that of
our new MOR model, the blocks themselves being isolated by jumps in
the locus of splitting. To provide a basis for such Plate Kinematic
Analysis (PKA) we now link and compare some features of ICformation at continental edges and of the crust of sedimentary basins.
Characteristics of IC and of sedimentary basin crust (SBC).
1. IC basement, with expected seismic Vp around 6km/s, must look
deceptively like that assigned to supposedly stretched MCC.
2. For thermodynamic reasons, the hydrous metamorphic content of deep
MCC and of deeply subducted UHP slices of it gives it a big thermal epeirogenic
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sensitivity which IC lacks [9-11]. So IC and MCC are clearly distinguishable
epeirogenically in the presence of thermal stimulus, even distant (Panels C & D).
3. The mantle below forming IC will be similar thermally to that under young
oceanic crust (OC). Isostatically replacing its 3km subsidence with crustal density
to sea level we get an IC thickness of ~27km, typical of SBC.
4. The magmatic generation of IC basement will incorporate many
interlayers of (now dry) HT-metamorphosed sediment. At the sediment-deprived
transition to the formation of OC this IC basement structure could be what we see
as seaward-dipping reflectors (SDRs).
5. Multiple horizontal seismic reflectors, first extensively observed during
the BIRPs programme in the British Isles region, were noted [14] as
characteristic of the basement of SBC of western Europe, but interpreted as
extensional shear zones. Shearing in silicate rock is unlikely to generate multiple
bands thick enough to cause such reflections. The layered structure of IC
basement, with reflections by intersill HT metamorphic rock, is the preferred
interpretation.
6. In near-margin positions, in places where the sub-MCC mantle had a
hydrous content, this, combined with the thermal volume-increase (Item 2,
above) of the MCC’s lower crust, can cause oceanward-directed laccoliths made
of both, beneath the upper crust of the margin, which therefore undergoes
extensional tectonics, but which is not plate extension. This phenomenon has
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been recorded offshore Gabon and Galicia. In Gabon [15] - see Column 6 - such
a laccolith is seen in seismics to have overthrust existing OC, confirming our
expectation that this was a thermally delayed response, some time after plate
separation had got going.
*****
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The versatile thick-plate MOR model (2014)
Medium-to-slow spreading rate variant see my PICO talk on Wednesday
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normal faulting (at medium rates) as plates are intermittently WEDGED
apart at depth - they are NOT being pulled apart

laterally
accreting
narrow
crack
20cm?

seismic anisotropy continuously built-in by
columnar olivine crystallization at crack wall

log
jam(segregation level)

level of gt-sp perid phase change
~70 km?

'lithosphere'
(thicker at slower rates)

Eruption-induced
LVZ 'bolted' to
gt-sp peridotite
lithosphere (Karato 1986,
phase change wall
(notional)
Hirth & Kohlstedt 1996)
dilatation closes
crack and wedges
plates apart at
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phase-change level. ph ch push-apart generates 'suction'
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melting
begins
This volume increase
oceanic plate
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superadiabatic thermal gradient in non-convecting
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rough topography
LVZ ensures accretion to the crack walls

top of LVZ

....................................

Note that the rifting, repeated as the spreading proceeds,
does NOT signify that the plate is under extension

A
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The route to Intermediate Crust (IC)

What happens on the way to the openocean MOR process when you start
splitting a continent?
Answer: Heavy sedimentation, increased by any
marginal uplifts, blocks up the axial
hydrothermal cooling ducts1, so magnetic reversals
don’t get frozen in.
So NO MAG ANOMs.
For the same heat-retention reason, crust-forming
magmagenesis continues off-axis, giving THICKER
MAFIC CRUST AND HIGH-T METAMORPHISM OF
INTERSILL SEDIMENTS.
N.B. After 2Ma, without further hydrothermal cooling, reversal of the gt-sp perid. phase
change, see Panel A, causes ~half the 3km ocean floor subsidence (Wood & Yuen 1983 [16]).
1
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B

Note:-The Salton Sea Scientific Drilling Project (Tarif et al., 1988, JGR), recorded intersill
metamorphosed syn-rift deposits with a corrected P-wave seismic velocity of 5.95 km/s
from which it is clear that an assemblage of such sills and metamorphics would be
seismically indistinguishable from the canonical “stretched continental basement.”

Thick plates result in vertical diapiric splitting - ‘chasmic
faults’, so the boundary between IC and MCC remains and is (as
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we show) sharply defined epeirogenically when the crust is
subject later to thermal stimulus.
The thicker the plate/tectosphere being split, the greater (per
unit separation) is the volume and temperature of mantle material
subject to diapiric melting and providing magma for the sills.
The drawing shows the situation if separation had stopped
after limited separation, and was followed by enough time for
further sedimentary filling after sill magmatism had finished. This
situation is prone, if disturbed, to further isostasy-seeking
subsidence, maybe >200Ma later, with normal faulting
overprinting the original chasmic faults, and is often referred to as
the ‘breakup unconformity’ or ‘failed arms’.
Importantly, this is long after the tectonic separation event that
created the IC. Recognizing this can revolutionize understanding
of the geodynamic context of the original event.
A good example is the presence of marine mid-Devonian in the floor
of the Viking Graben, which behaved as a ‘failed arm’ in the Jurassic,
when disturbed by preparations for Atlantic opening. Another is the
Paris Basin, floored by Hercynian allochthon (ECORS finding) that
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drapes down into it off the Ardennes high. Mesozoic basin subsidence
is due to pre-Hercynian IC as basement, not to a later stretching event.

IC thickness. Ocean floor typically subsides 3km from MOR
crest to abyssal plain. If the thermal condition of the mantle
similarly emplaced below IC is regarded as similar, IC will subside
3km also. Replacing that water depth with crustal density and
applying isostasy, yields an expected ultimate IC thickness of
27km if its top is at s.l. - typical, in fact, of evolved sedimentary
basins worldwide.
But, for two reasons, the cooling of the underlying mantle and
the subsidence rate involved during that IC-thickening may be
much less than occurs at the ocean floor. (i) The heat brought in
by the intrusion of the mafic lower part of the crust is not being
removed by hydrothermal cooling systems. (ii) The sediment
which separates the sills, and continues the fill, may come from a
radiogenic source, such as an ancient craton. Both of these
will raise significantly the temperature of its crustal ‘lid’ and delay
the cooling.
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What would happen if, instead of the evolved-IC
result shown at (B), separation of MCC-crusted plate
were to continue, thus building more IC in between?
Diapiric intrusive activity and plate generation would remain
concentrated at a wall-accreting crack in the middle, like in our
new model for MORs (A), except that sill-layering will continue to
characterize the crust (IC) being built, until it has become too far
for sedimentation from the thermally uplfted MCC margins to
reach it and block the axial hydrothermal cooling systems.
At that point the true MOR process (2014) (A) will take over the
plate-production process, with hydrothermal cooling systems now
active, freezing into the oceanic crust being made the reversals of
the geomagnetic field, thus creating magnetic anomalies for the
geodynamic record.
Very high subsidence rate is characteristic of freshly-made
ocean floor and its underlying mantle. At the transition, therefore,
from the IC-forming process to that of ocean crust at MORs, the
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juxtaposing of the two will drag downward the distal edge of the
IC area, probably to exhibit the off-lapping sequence of SeawardDipping Reflectors (SDRs), present at many, but not all, margins.
This interpretation of SDRs ties directly to our proposal,
illustrated in (B), of the sill-and-dry-metamorphics layered
structure of the lower part of IC, partly based on the Salton Sea
DP findings. In this case, it follows that, where an SDR occurs, at
least some part of the shelf area to landward of that must be an
IC-crusted Chasmic Basin.
So much for the construction of IC at continental edges.

What are the other diagnostics of IC that can
enable us to distinguish it from MCC, both there and
as IC-floored sedimentary basins within continents?
1. The contrasting thermal epeirogenic sensitivity of
MCC and IC.
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Thermally induced epeirogenic action
Two ways to introduce the heat
1. Lateral spread of heat from vertical splits in,
and separation of, THICK plates.
N.B. DISTANCE IS SUBSTANTIAL IF
PLATES ARE THICK, and takes time.
Hot mantle
2. Putting an allochthon on top
(blanket effect - self heating)

Three response mechanisms

C

Relative

sensitivity
x1
A. Thermal expansion
B. Decombination of metamorphic water x12-28 - ABSENT in IC
- MORs
C. Mantle phase change - gt perid to sp perid x50

Differential epeirogenic effect of B
MCC 35km thick
amphibolitic crust goes deeper
content
gets hotter

IC 25km thick
thinner crust
drier lower crust?

mainly
mafic

more thickness affected

Important Results
1. For a given thermal excitation, IC will betray its character by rising
far less than adjacent mature continental crust (MCC).
2. Horizontal spread of heat will tilt MCC, but will tilt IC hardly at all.
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Heat-induced volume increase in mid-crust; petrological
mechanisms
Thermodynamics of a representative mid-crust dehydration reaction
in Mature Continental Crust
With valuable help from Giles Droop, petrologist, Univ. Manchester
•

•*Muscovite = K-feldspar + corundum + H2O
•

(Muscovite may comprise up to 50% of the rock).

D

•
•At
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

807 deg C, 9 kbar
Volume increase of muscovite content ... 10.5%
Factor B ....... 97 x 10-6 cm3/joule = 0.4 mm3/cal
(cf. 0.5 in Osmaston (1973))

i.e. 12.5 times more efficient than thermal expansion.
If the H2O from dehydration of muscovite at 9 kbar moves up into non-reacting rock at 5 kbar, 700
deg C, the effective B-value more than doubles
to ~0.95 (in the old mm3/cal units)
i.e. ~30 times more efficient than thermal expansion.

If the rock volume thus invaded were assumed equal to the original muscovite source
volume, the dilatation of that invaded rock volume would be 24.4%.
•

• Moreover, the upward migration of the H2O would efficiently advect high temperatures

to shallower levels, promoting other dehydration reactions there.
•This cascade effect could greatly increase the total dilatation and resulting

Uplift.

Extracted from Osmaston 2008 (Ref [9])
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2. IC ‘fault grain’ developed up through the basin fill:
a valuable kinematic indicator
From the fit of shapes of the bounding MCC blocks of a
basin, or of their geology, one might suppose that this would
show precisely the separation direction that had been
responsible. It has emerged, however, that, within a region, one
then can get landed with a kinematically inconsistent jumble of
directions.
But inspection of the basin surface geology, or in mines,
often shows that a fault grain of quasi-vertical faults has one
orientation near the opposite sides of the basin, changing
sharply to another in the central part. When these are taken to
mark successive separation directions, kinematic coherence
for the region starts to emerge.
We infer that IC-floored basins are often made in two stages,
and that this fault grain is the upward expression, through the
fill, of fracture-zone-like features built into the IC, separating IC
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having slightly differing epeirogenic sensitivity. The ‘transfer
faults’ which traverse the Viking Graben are seen as examples,
also interesting for the possibilities of oil trapping. Elsewhere,
grain faults appear to be bearers of epigenetic mineralization.
*****
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The ‘Penninic
wedge’ had
been
constructed by
the subduction,
one by one, of
imbricate
slices from the
up-front part of
the flat-slab
profile carved
by basal
subduction
tectonic
erosion (STE)
of the Adria
plate.

Aar
Mont Blanc

Belledonne
Pelvoux

SE France: NE
separation of Alps
External Massifs from
Massif Central (along
Cevennes Fault)
Black arrow marks dextral
NE-ward separation (within
what later became the N
margin of Tethys?). What
was the other plate which
caused these
displacements, and when?
Devonian?

Pelvoux
After Carte Geol Fr 1980 1/1,500,000 - BRGM
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Inferred formation kinematics of IC
below the Hercynian allochthon that
floors the Paris Basin
Ardennes Hercynian allochthon
draping off MCC at S edge

Paris
Basin

MCC of Cherbourg Peninsula was
here in pre-Hercynian (Silurian?)
time. (Plus associated N Armorican
and Channel Is blocks.) It then
underwent 2 motions; (1) to SW and
then (2) to NW to reach its present
relative position – prior to Hercynian
closure in that direction.
Separation of Massif Central
from Vosges Mts block and
from Alpine External Massifs,
at same time as (1).
After Carte Geol Fr 1980 1/1,500,000 - BRGM
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Here is another example of the epeirogenic rise of MCC due
to deep crust self-heating induced by putting a lid on top.
Physical depression due to the loading occurs initially until
the heating effect takes over. Erosion of the roof, if more
rapid than the thermal profile can adjust to, then leaves the
mean crust hotter and lower in density than for isostasy, so
‘epeirogenic overshoot’, and further erosion, then occurs and
may long continue while topographic relief is large.
The shore-lines of Calabria are now the most rapidly rising
in the entire Mediterranean.
The allochthon here is coloured mauve, Variscan metamorphics and granites in red.
This analysis begins to provide the long-sought answer as
to how Adria/Italy became detached from N Africa and rotated
anticlockwise. A Permian timing is offered for this as a rollerblock action when Africa is thought to have moved eastward
w.r.t. Europe at this time, perhaps as an IC stage within the
US eastern shelf, before starting the Central Atlantic opening.
*****

Norway’s WGR – UHP assemblage
Structurally
Greenland must have
The WGR exhumed UHPbeen here when WGR
metamorphic complex haswas built and then
thrust onto Norway fault
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Lateral spread of heat
(thick plates) from the
opening Atlantic since
the Eocene is why….

the WGR, now
minus its roof, has
risen strongly (~2
km) in the Neogene,
tilting drainage
systems.
But the intervening
continental shelves
have NOT.

This is clear
MCC- IC uplift
discrimination.
After
Osmaston
2008
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Post-Scandian IC-forming separations of Greenland
Motion 2

(?End Sil – Early Dev)

Motion 1

Bjornøya
shelf fit
shelf fit

?
5

5000 k
0 m
km

Dronning
Louise Land
Scandian backthrusting (before
separation)
MøreTrøndelag
Fault Zone
(sinistral)

Western Gneiss
Region
(UHP at NW)

Sogne
Fjord
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Younger structure in the Barents Sea
The young rifting (yellow)
may record minor dextral
shear (black arrow) by
Greenland – perhaps a
Greenland+Britain motion
relating to the Permian
reactivation of the Viking
Graben?

Svalbard preserves a
full transect of
Caledonian structures
so its presence near
Tromsø would have
completed the link to
those in N Greenland

Svalbard
2

500
km

Bear Is/
Bjornøya
Components
of Motion 2?

Norway

Modified from
Faleide et al 2003
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Deep seismic transects in
Gabon, Gulf of Guinea
All three of these transects
trace the outer parts of the
multiple ‘ductile sheets’. In
absence of any sign of the
continental Moho, R&GB 2000
conclude these to be mixtures of
lower crust and mantle that
extruded to the SSW beneath the
Upper Crust, causing its major
extensional faulting.
In Line 25 (red arrow) this
extrusion has taken it above
already-existing Ocean Crust,
showing that this was a thermally
delayed action, not mechanical at
separation.

That action is yet another illustration of the volume increases
(Panel D) when Lower MCC is heated – in
this case by the lateral ingress of mantle
heat from the onset of separation.
This separation first produced IC
because of the high sedimentation in this
angular opening. So the oldest magnetic
anomaly here (M10) is substantially
younger than it is further South.
The map on the left suggests
geometrically that the basin behind the
Lambarene Horst is floored by IC created
even earlier by a separation to the SE.
This could take us much further
(Triassic?) into the geodynamic history of
Belmonte Y. et al (1965) The salt basins of the Gabon
the conjugate margins of Africa and S
and the Congo (Brazzaville). In Salt basins around
Africa (ed. W. Q. Kennedy), pp. 55-78. Inst. Petroleum.
America.
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Note that to
enable
subduction
closure to
occur along
the line of
Alpine F in
NZ S Island
requires
that
Campbell
Plateau was
then a part
of
Marie Bird
Land/West
Antarctica
and
dynamically
independent
of East
Antarctica.

Central Ireland: Iapetus closure triggers S-directed slab pull
by the now-cool flat part of Ordo-subducted plate, causing ICforming motions (418-408 Ma) beneath the Ordo flat roof
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text
This illustrates the remarkable precision and complexity with which
the Earth has played this game.
During final closure of Iapetus, the old flat-slab southeast margin
overthrust the Longford accretionary complex (in top rhs; Sil=mauve
and darker=Ordo) and pushed it backwards onto MCC behind.
Southward slab pull then set in, BENEATH THE ROOF, detaching
blocks toward the southwest.
The Burren is identified as an MCC block; tilted, high cliffs and a
cover of distinctive shallow-water Carb. limestone, all other being deep
water type.
Finally, Motions 5-6, the Connemara-S Mayo Terrane was rotated 62
deg clockwise at the near-perfect arc of the Cregganbaum Shear Zone
(CSZ), as paleomag shows (but was disbelieved). This was likely the
roller-block result of westward motion at that time of a detached, nowoffshore part of the southern plate. Motion 4 was a precursor of this
motion and records that detaching.
So now we know the sort of MCC that’s under the Southern Uplands;
the mysterious supplier of the Ordovician conglomerates from
‘Cockburnland’. Exciting isn't it? This rotation was at about 416Ma, so
the 400 Ma Galway granite wasn’t there.
Explanatory

Central Ireland: partial restoration (moves 6 – 3) of MCC
blocks to what’s still under the backthrust Longford
accretionary complex (Southern Uplands)
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In Conclusion
1. Intermediate Crust (IC) is the
product of the MOR axial process for
creating oceanic crust (OC), but grossly
modified by the heavy erosional
sedimentation expected for a time after a
plate separation starts. This will act
much longer and further if the
separation splits a young eroding
orogen.
2. Concurrent flood magmatism is
induced where thermal upwarping at the
fresh margin also splits, from the
bottom, the deep tectosphere of near-by
craton.
3. IC areas thus created by limited
plate separation events that didn’t
proceed to oceans then become the
floors of sedimentary basins within the
continent.
4.
The
epeirogenically
defined
geometries and other internal features of
such basins (“Chasmic Basins”) thus
have the potential, as foreseen by SW

Carey (1958), to extend very precisely
the study of conjugate plate relative
motions - Plate Kinematic Analysis
(PKA) - to much further into the past
than is obtainable from the present
ocean floor.
5. Fault grain in the sedimentary fill
appears to record the separation-aligned
orientation of fracture-zones during the
construction of that IC’s basement.
6. Within any IC-floored basin area,
the presence of inlier blocks of MCC, or
of a previous IC generation, is evidence
that the splitting, as in the new MOR
process, is not driven by body forces, so
the locus can suddenly jump to the
other side of a block.
7. For on-land IC examples, determination of amount and direction of the
causative separation can attain ± 3km
and ± 2o. (Useful commercially?)
8. The layered basement structure of
IC is observed as SDRs at the IC-to-OC
transition of those separations which do
proceed to the true MOR process.
*****
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